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Abstract. The disproportionate number of studies in Barcelona and the Balearic Islands observing Spanish contact effects in Catalan production, rather than Catalan contact effects in Spanish production, is an oversight of bidirectionality and the probabilistic nature of social factors in situations of language contact. Accordingly, the present study analyzes both Catalan and Spanish mid front vowel production data from Barcelona to investigate whether Catalan contact effects occur in Spanish via a process of dissimilation, and whether such effects are strengthened in younger speakers due to the relatively recent implementation of Catalan linguistic policy in the educational and public spheres. The results are suggestive of dissimilation, where phonetic distinctions are maintained between Spanish /e/ and the two Catalan mid front vowels across both F1 and F2. Additionally, analyses of variance across F1 and F2 reveal that Spanish /e/ productions across F1 are more diffuse in younger speakers and Catalan mid front vowels across F2 are less diffuse, providing evidence of reciprocity in contact effects. These results underscore the bidirectional nature of language contact and advocate for the use of variance of F1 and F2 as a metric of phonological contact effects.
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1. Introduction. Language contact is often discussed as ‘Language A’ in contact with ‘Language B’, which overlooks the conduit by which this contact occurs—the bilingual individual. The literature on individual bilingualism and its phonological outcomes is extensive, and evidence for bidirectional, or reciprocal, influence between the L1 and L2 is abundant. However, the analogous literature at the level of the speech community is not as readily apparent, yielding a discussion of contact effects in the speech community that is biased towards unidirectional effects, especially in the case of Spanish and Catalan in Catalonia (see also Davidson 2020; Galindo i Solé 2003). Using the bidirectional nature of L1-L2 influence in the phonological repertoire of the individual as a foundation for the analysis of contact effects in a community, a broader methodological scope is required to more accurately assess contact effects in a community with long term bilingualism as the norm.

1.1. Bidirectionality of language contact. Grosjean (1989) famously asserts that a bilingual is not two monolinguals in one, but that the two languages co-exist and interact. Weinreich (1968) similarly refutes the monolingual perspective on bilingualism, defining bilingual interference as “instances of deviations from the norms of either language which occur in the speech of bilinguals” (emphasis added, Weinreich 1968; p. 1), indicating that effects of contact between the L1 and L2 are bidirectional. The possible influence of the L2 on the L1 is acknowledged in the literature (Cook 2003; Grosjean 1989; Weinreich 1968; Birdsong 2018), but evidence is not as readily available (Cook 1999). Notable evidence of L2 influence on the
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L1, however, includes convergence of VOT in the L1 and L2 among French-English (Flege 1987) and Italian-English bilinguals (MacKay et al. 2001). Specific processes by which phonological categories from the L1 and L2 may interact, yielding deviations from the monolingual norms of either category, include assimilation and dissimilation (Flege 1995, 2002, 2007). If an L2 vowel category is perceived to be equivalent to an L1 vowel category, despite aurally detectable differences, the formation of a new category will be blocked. Blockage of category formation results in perceptual assimilation, by which the speaker may produce a composite L1-L2 vowel category (Evans & Iverson 2007; Kendall & Fridland 2012). The quality and quantity of input the bilingual receives in their lifetime, among other factors, will determine whether the composite category more closely maintains properties of the L1 or the L2 vowel category (Flege 2002; Yeni-Komshian et al. 2000). Alternatively, dissimilation is the process whereby L1 and L2 categories are perceived as different and phonological distinction between the two is maintained, even if the categories are not produced in a native-like manner (Baker & Trofimovich 2005). Having developed an individual-level view of bidirectional contact between the L1 and L2, it is now necessary to examine broader factors which probabilistically condition directionality at the community level.

In a situation of language contact between a majority language and a minority language, where one language is privileged in social, legal, political, and educational affairs, the social factors are more likely to favor contact effects from the majority language to the minority language. Thomason (2010) and Thomason & Kaufman (1988) further elaborate the social factors that may probabilistically influence the directionality of contact effects, including speaker attitudes, intensity of contact, and availability of monolingual-like exemplars. The important aspect to note is that these factors offer probabilistic constraints on directionality of contact effects; majority language agentivity may be favored and contact effects may be asymmetrical, but the probability of minority language agentivity need not be zero. In other words, evidence of reciprocity and bidirectionality in contact situations should be expected, even if contact effects from one language are more prevalent. Therefore, as Davidson (2020; p. 18) demonstrates, “unique social contexts serve to probabilistically favor distinct linguistic outcomes,” underscoring the importance of the social context, as well as the methodology employed to observe contact effects.

1.2. BILINGUALISM IN BARCELONA. In Barcelona, Spanish and Catalan have been in close contact for centuries and many instances of lexical and phonological imposition and borrowing have been recorded (e.g. Galindo i Solé 2003, 2006; Arnal 2011). The public use of Catalan has been repeatedly threatened by legislation, such as the Nueva Planta decrees (1707–1716) and linguistic policies during Franco’s dictatorship (1939–1975), but saw unprecedented growth and protection under the Catalanian Linguistic Normalization Law (1983). This law decreed Castilian Spanish and Catalan to be co-official in the region, and that all public education be carried out in Catalan. The timing of the implementation of this law has yielded a generational divide in Catalonia between those that have and have not had access to prescriptive Catalan norms through schooling, highlighting the importance of including age as a factor in production studies in Barcelona. The impact of these linguistic policies can be observed in data from 1986 to 2011 regarding knowledge of Catalan in Barcelona. According to the Institut d’Estadística de Catalunya, 95.4% of residents reported they could understand Catalan in 2011, whereas 92.9% reported similarly in 1986. In 2011, 72.3% could speak Catalan, up
from 67.4% in 1986. Lastly, 79.2% of residents in 2011 could read Catalan and 53.1% could write in Catalan, whereas the percentages were respectively 66.8% and 33.5% of residents in 1986 (Idescat 2011). From these data, it appears that the educational reforms established in 1983 with the Catalan Linguistic Normalization Law are mainly reflected in the increased prevalence of the ability to read and write in Catalan.

Due to the globalization of the city and the influx of immigration, Barcelona has the lowest percentage of L1-Catalan speakers within Catalonia (Lleó et al. 2008; p. 186). Regardless, Catalan remains an important aspect of Barcelona culture, though more recently in the context of linguistic cosmopolitanism and bilingual identity rather than in ideologies of monolingual purism (Newman & Trenchs-Parera 2015). Despite the vitality of Catalan and the social and linguistic capital afforded to the language, there is a decided bias in the literature towards Spanish contact effects in Catalan (see Arnal 2011). Spanish and Catalan mid back and mid front vowels, in particular, are the focus of many such studies, as the production of the Catalan categories offers opportunity for study of the effects of age of acquisition, language dominance, exposure and language ideology on the presence or absence of Spanish contact effects in Catalan.

1.3. Spanish and Catalan Vowels in Contact. Whereas Spanish has one mid front vowel and one mid back vowel, /e/ and /o/, Catalan has two contrasting mid front vowels and two contrasting mid back vowels (e.g. /net/ ‘grandson’ and /net/ ‘clean’; /os/ ‘bear’ and /os/ ‘bone’). Regarding the mid front vowels, with which this study is concerned, Spanish /e/ is produced lower (higher F1) than the Catalan /e/, but higher (lower F1) and more fronted (higher F2) than the Catalan /e/ (Figure 1). However, production studies have indicated that the most significant sources of variability among the three vowel categories are found across F1, not F2 (Bosch & Ramon-Casas 2011; Cortés et al. 2009; Recasens & Espinosa 2006; Simonet 2011). The social and linguistic factors observed to influence the degree of maintenance or weakening of the Catalan contrasts in Barcelona and Mallorca include language exposure (Cortés et al. 2019; Bosch & Ramon-Casas 2011), daily language usage (Cortés et al. 2019; Mora & Nadeu 2012), language dominance (Amengual 2016; Pallier et al. 1997; Simonet 2011), and Spanish cognate status (Mora & Nadeu 2012). Though these factors have been examined as probabilistic weights affecting the presence of Spanish contact effects in Catalan, they can also be analyzed in terms of Catalan contact effects in Spanish. In a perception study, Pallier et al. (1997) found that more Catalan-dominant bilinguals assimilated their Spanish /e/ towards their Catalan

![Figure 1. Vowel Spaces of Spanish (Ladefoged & Johnson 2015; p. 237) and Catalan (Carbonell & Llisterrí 1999; p. 62)]
/e/, evidencing contact effects from Catalan. In an analysis of the production of Spanish and Catalan back mid vowels in Mallorca, Simonet (2011) used Catalan cognate status as a potential factor to observe variable Spanish /o/ production. Though no cognate effect was found in Spanish, both Spanish-dominant and Catalan-dominant bilinguals produced a Spanish /o/ that was distinct from their productions of either Catalan back-mid vowel. Thus, bilingual speakers in this community received sufficient input from and exposure to both Spanish and Catalan exemplars that they were able to maintain an acoustic distinction cross-linguistically via dissimilation, even if monolingual-like targets were not attained.

1.4. The Present Study. As the influence between Spanish and Catalan is not deterministically unidirectional, but rather is constrained probabilistically by a myriad of social and linguistic factors, it is necessary to approach an acoustic investigation of Spanish and Catalan vowels with a methodology that allows for the possibility of both Spanish contact effects and Catalan contact effects to be observed. Though Catalan is considered a minority language, the social and political prestige afforded to Catalan in Barcelona, as well as the widespread societal bilingualism and instruction of Catalan, may make Catalan contact effects in Spanish probable, alongside Spanish contact effects in Catalan. Accordingly, to observe bidirectional contact effects, productions of mid front vowels from both languages are analyzed. Additionally, with the increased exposure to Catalan in the educational, social, and political spheres due to the Linguistic Normalization Law of 1983, Catalan contact effects may be more favorable among speakers of the younger generation. Therefore, I hypothesize:

- Bilinguals will produce Spanish /e/ distinctly from the two Catalan mid front vowels via a process of dissimilation, regardless of any potential mergers in Catalan, demonstrating Catalan and/or Spanish contact effects.

- Catalan contact effects will be more robust in the production of younger speakers than in the production of older speakers.

The observation of dissimilation will be operationalized by an acoustic analysis (F1 x F2) of Spanish and Catalan mid front vowels across language, vowel, and age. An analysis of variance (F1 x F2) in each language and in each age group will be performed as a methodological response to broaden the use of metrics to those where contact effects from both languages may be observed.

2. Methodology. Data collection occurred in 2019 and seventeen participants were recruited with flyers posted at the University of Barcelona, stratified by age and gender. Participants were categorized into two generations, one group between 18-25 years old, and one group between 40-65 years old. This generational gap is used to comment on language change in apparent-time, where younger speakers are presumed to lead the community-wide adoption of new variants (Labov 2001; Tagliamonte 2012). Additionally, the group of older speakers was not formally educated in Catalan, whereas the younger group did benefit from this education under the Catalanian Linguistic Normalization law of 1983. All participants self-identified as bilingual in Spanish and Catalan and were residents of Barcelona for at least 10 years prior to data collection. Each participant completed the Bilingual Language Profile (Birdsong et al. 2012) and was subsequently assigned a Catalan-Spanish dominance score (minimum: -218; maximum: +218), where a more positive dominance score is correlated with greater Catalan-dominance and a more negative dominance score is correlated with greater Spanish-dominance.
Table 1. Catalan-Spanish dominance scores across age groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Mean dominance score</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Older (40+ years)</td>
<td>+69.29</td>
<td>59.77</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Younger (18-25 years)</td>
<td>+33.79</td>
<td>41.20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All but four participants were more Catalan-dominant, and the mean dominance and standard deviations across age are shown in Table 1. At the time of data collection, all participants were connected to the University, or had been connected in the past. No participant reported any history of speech or hearing disorders.

The experiment consisted of two elicited production tasks, one in Spanish and one in Catalan. The Spanish word list used in the elicited production task was stratified according to cognate status, where 40 words have Catalan cognates and 20 words do not. The Spanish words with Catalan cognates were further stratified according to the Catalan vowel found in the cognate (either /e/ or /e/). An online dictionary with transcriptions of the Barcelona variety of Catalan (Alcover & Moll 2002) was used to determine the vowel prescriptively present in each Catalan cognate. The Catalan word list consisted only of the 40 Catalan cognates. According to the online corpus NIM (Guasch et al. 2013), all words from the Spanish word list have a relative frequency of at least 10 parts per million (ppm), and all words from the Catalan word list have a relative frequency of at least 5 ppm. In both word lists, all vowel segments under analysis occur in stressed syllables. Additionally, Spanish words where /e/ is followed by a palatal sound, like /j/, or either an /x/ or an /r/, were excluded, as the former lowers the F1 of /e/ production and the latter phones raise the F1 of /e/ (Hualde 2013; p. 115). Before data collection began in Barcelona, a pilot study was implemented with the participation of four trained linguists who are native speakers of Catalan and/or Spanish. After the experiment, none of the participants were able to identify the sound of interest, so to reduce the duration of the experiment, neither word list included filler tokens. Each word list was randomized and all participants saw the same order of words. All recording sessions took place in an empty classroom at the University of Barcelona. First, the participants were instructed to read and sign the consent form and complete the Bilingual Language Profile, adapted as a Qualtrics survey (Qualtrics 2005). Next, the researcher conducted sociolinguistic interviews with each participant (data not analyzed in the present study), and finally presented them with the Spanish word list. The production of these token stimuli was recorded using a Zoom H4N Multitrack Recorder and Comica Lavalier microphone. After the Spanish word list, participants were additionally asked to read aloud from the Catalan word list and were recorded.

2.1. Analysis. The 680 Spanish productions with Catalan cognates and all 680 Catalan mid front vowels productions were submitted to statistical analysis, for a total of 1,360 vowels. For the Spanish data, time-aligned, word- and phoneme-segmented TextGrid files were generated using Montreal Forced Aligner (McAuliffe et al. 2017). The TextGrids were hand-corrected in Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2019), and a Praat script (Riebold 2013) was used to extract measurements for F1, F2, and F3 at the midpoint of each stressed /e/ phone marked in the TextGrid, in order to minimize co-articulation effects upon the formant measurements. The same procedure was carried out for the Catalan mid front vowels, and vowel categories were classified following the target vowels in the word list. The F1 and F2 measurements for all
Spanish and Catalan mid front vowels were normalized across vocal tract length, using the Lammert and Narayanan ΔF normalization method (Johnson 2020), which can be calculated using only a subset of vowels from the acoustic space. To observe potential evidence of dissimilation between the two languages, F1 and F2 data were submitted to separate mixed effects linear regression models, with three-way interactions of AGE (Younger or Older), LANGUAGE (Spanish or Catalan), and VOWEL (/e/ or /ɛ/), and random intercepts of PARTICIPANT and TOKEN WORD. Following Simonet (2011), VOWEL corresponded to the vowel quality of Catalan and Spanish productions. The target vowel in the Catalan word was used to make this assignment for Catalan productions. However, given that Spanish only has one mid front vowel, /e/, Spanish productions were categorized on the basis of the target vowel in the Catalan cognate. For example, the Spanish mid front vowel produced in método ‘method’ was classified as ‘/ɛ/’ because the Catalan cognate mètode contains the target vowel /ɛ/. In addition to regression models predicting F1 and F2, calculations of variance equivalence across F1 and F2 were performed (Amengual 2011) using Levene’s test, with a two-way interaction of AGE and LANGUAGE. As pre-analysis of the data corroborates previous findings in Barcelona (e.g. Mora & Nadeu 2012) and indicates mergers or near mergers of the Catalan front mid vowels across all participants, the Catalan /e/ and /ɛ/ productions were grouped in this analysis as a single merged category. Tests of variance can characterize the diffuseness of vowel categories across formant axes and how social factors may mediate this diffuseness, essentially describing the range of acceptable exemplars for that category.

3. Results. The regression coefficients (Table 2) for the mixed effects linear regression model predicting F1 across AGE, VOWEL, and LANGUAGE indicate significant main effects of LANGUAGE (p < 0.01), VOWEL (p < 0.01), and significant effects of the interaction between LANGUAGE and VOWEL (p < 0.01) and of the interaction between AGE and VOWEL (p < 0.01). Recall that for Catalan productions, VOWEL refers to the target vowel in the Catalan word, and for Spanish productions, VOWEL refers to the vowel in the Catalan cognate. Subsequent Tukey post-hoc tests of the interaction between LANGUAGE and VOWEL reveal that these bilingual speakers maintain phonetic contrasts between Catalan /ɛ/ and Spanish /ɛ/ (β= 0.07830, p < 0.01) and between Catalan /e/ and Spanish /ɛ/ (β= 0.01730, p < 0.01). Therefore, across F1, Spanish productions are significantly different from both Catalan mid front vowel categories, where the Spanish productions are lower than the Catalan /ɛ/ productions, but higher than the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>5.099e-01</td>
<td>1.857e-02</td>
<td>27.452</td>
<td>2e-16   ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Younger</td>
<td>3.390e-02</td>
<td>2.303e-02</td>
<td>1.472</td>
<td>0.158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/e/</td>
<td>-7.849e-02</td>
<td>1.023e-02</td>
<td>-7.673</td>
<td>4.01e-11 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish: Younger</td>
<td>1.211e-02</td>
<td>8.100e-03</td>
<td>1.495</td>
<td>0.135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish: /e/</td>
<td>6.895e-02</td>
<td>8.786e-03</td>
<td>7.847</td>
<td>8.80e-15 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Younger: /e/</td>
<td>3.341e-02</td>
<td>8.100e-03</td>
<td>4.124</td>
<td>3.96e-05 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish: Younger: /e/</td>
<td>-1.590e-02</td>
<td>1.146e-02</td>
<td>-1.388</td>
<td>0.165</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Coefficients for the mixed effects linear regression model predicting F1. The intercept is the Catalan /ɛ/ productions by older speakers.
Catalan /e/ productions. Additionally, due to the differences in beta coefficients, Spanish /e/ is phonetically closer to Catalan /e/ than to Catalan /E/. As the difference in production between Spanish /e/ and Spanish ‘/e/’ was not significant, there is no cognate effect in Spanish production. Even averaged across the levels of LANGUAGE, the older speakers showed a significant difference in productions of /e/ versus /e/ (β= 0.0440, p < 0.01), whereas the younger speakers did not. As this difference in Spanish was not significant, this result is suggestive of the weakening of the Catalan mid front vowel contrast in apparent-time.

Regarding the cross-linguistic productions across the F2 dimension, a similar mixed effects linear regression model was generated with a three-way interaction of AGE, LANGUAGE, and VOWEL. The regression coefficients (Table 3) for this model indicate significant main effects of LANGUAGE (p < 0.01), VOWEL (p < 0.01), and significant effects of the interaction between LANGUAGE and AGE (p < 0.01) and of the interaction between LANGUAGE and VOWEL (p < 0.01). Subsequent Tukey post-hoc tests of the interaction between LANGUAGE and VOWEL reveal that these bilingual speakers maintain phonetic contrasts between Catalan /e/ and Spanish /e/ (β= -0.0349, p < 0.01) and between Catalan /e/ and Spanish ‘/e/’ (β= -0.0934, p < 0.01). Therefore, across F2, Spanish productions are significantly different from both Catalan mid front vowel categories. In this case, however, Spanish productions are not phonetically situated between the Catalan productions, but are more fronted than both Catalan categories. As in the model of F1 productions, the difference between Spanish /e/ and Spanish ‘/e/’ was not significant, meaning that no Catalan cognate effects were observed in Spanish. Tukey post-hoc tests of the interaction between LANGUAGE and AGE reveal that both older speakers and younger speakers had more fronted Spanish productions than Catalan productions, though the phonetic difference is about twice as large among the older speakers than the younger speakers (older speakers: β= -0.08651, p < 0.01; younger speakers: β= -0.04178, p < 0.01). This suggests that the phonetic contrast between Spanish and Catalan mid front vowels across F2 is perhaps weakening in apparent-time. Productions across age, language, and vowel are visualized in Figure 2.

The lack of significance of the three-way interaction between VOWEL, LANGUAGE, and AGE indicates that both generations of speakers produce a Spanish /e/ that is phonetically distinct from either Catalan vowel across F1 and F2. However, formant frequencies are not the only metric that can be used to compare cross-linguistic productions. As the ongoing Catalan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>1.693</td>
<td>5.892e-02</td>
<td>28.730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>1.201e-01</td>
<td>1.341e-02</td>
<td>8.959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Younger</td>
<td>7.617e-03</td>
<td>7.546e-02</td>
<td>0.101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/e/</td>
<td>9.241e-02</td>
<td>2.058e-02</td>
<td>4.490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish: Younger</td>
<td>-5.335e-02</td>
<td>1.748e-02</td>
<td>-3.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish: /e/</td>
<td>-6.718e-02</td>
<td>1.896e-02</td>
<td>-3.544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Younger: /e/</td>
<td>-2.710e-02</td>
<td>1.748e-02</td>
<td>-1.551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish: Younger: /e/</td>
<td>1.725e-02</td>
<td>2.472e-02</td>
<td>0.698</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Coefficients for the mixed effects linear regression model predicting F2. The intercept is the Catalan /e/ productions by older speakers.
mid front vowel merger in Barcelona (see Bosch & Ramon-Casas 2011; Cortés et al. 2019; *inter alia*) would produce a very diffuse merged category along the F1 axis, a similar diffusion in Spanish /e/ production across F1 could suggest evidence of a Catalan contact effect in Spanish production via assimilation of Spanish productions towards Catalan vowel properties. Accordingly, an analysis of the variance of productions across age and LANGUAGE was undertaken via Levene’s Test (Table 4). The main effects of AGE ($F(1, 1356) = 15.523, p < 0.01$) and LANGUAGE ($F(1, 1356) = 213.483, p < 0.01$) were found to be significant, as well as the interaction of AGE and LANGUAGE ($F(1, 1356) = 7.255, p < 0.01$). Tukey post-hoc tests reveal that Catalan productions are more diffuse than Spanish productions in both generations of speakers ($p < 0.01$). Additionally, Spanish productions of younger speakers are more diffuse than those of older speakers ($p < 0.01$), whereas the diffuseness of Catalan productions over time is consistent. As expected, the diffuseness across F1 of merged Catalan productions is greater than that of Spanish, but there is possible evidence of assimilation of the Spanish category towards the merged Catalan category, as the phonetic properties of Spanish are changing among younger speakers to become more similar to those of Catalan (i.e. greater diffuseness).

A similar analysis of the variance of F2 productions across AGE and LANGUAGE was undertaken via Levene’s Test (Table 5). The main effect of LANGUAGE is significant ($F(1, 1356) = 29.702, p < 0.01$), as well as the interaction of AGE and LANGUAGE ($F(1, 1356) = 11.288, p < 0.01$). Subsequent Tukey post-hoc tests indicate that Catalan productions are more diffuse than Spanish productions only among older speakers ($p < 0.01$). Further, the diffuseness of Spanish productions across F2 is consistent between generations, whereas the diffuseness of Catalan across F2 is reduced in the younger generation ($p < 0.01$). Therefore, there is possible
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>F value</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>15.523</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.57e-5 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>213.483</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2e-16 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age: Language</td>
<td>7.255</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.16e-3 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residuals</td>
<td>1,356</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Output of Levene’s test for F1 across factors of age and language.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>F value</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>1.306</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>29.702</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.98e-9 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age: Language</td>
<td>11.288</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.02e-4 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residuals</td>
<td>1,356</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Output of Levene’s test for F2 across factors of age and language.

evidence of assimilation of the merged Catalan categories towards Spanish, where the phonetic property of diffuseness changes in Catalan among younger speakers so that the category becomes phonetically more similar to Spanish /e/ (i.e. less diffuse).

4. Discussion. The present study analyzed Spanish and Catalan mid front vowel production data to observe bidirectionality in the production of Spanish and Catalan mid front vowels (i.e. contact effects from both Spanish and Catalan), mainly through the process of dissimilation. The hypotheses were that mid front vowel categories would be produced differently in Spanish and Catalan to maintain a distinction, facilitated by the comparably high status and prestige attributed to both languages in Barcelona, and that this distinction might be strengthened among the younger speakers. The results of regression models predicting F1 and F2 of productions across LANGUAGE, AGE, and VOWEL indicate that these Catalan-Spanish bilinguals maintain phonetic distinction between Spanish /e/ and the Catalan mid front vowel categories in dimensions of both frontedness and height, demonstrating dissimilation. The Spanish category is produced lower than Catalan /e/ and higher than Catalan /E/, though the difference in frequency (Hz) is smaller between Spanish /e/ and Catalan /e/. As these speakers are mostly dominant in Catalan, this is possible evidence for transfer of their Catalan /e/ to their Spanish /e/. Alternatively, the weakening contrast between the Catalan mid front vowels could lower the production of Catalan /e/, thereby decreasing the acoustic distance to Spanish /e/ and demonstrating transfer from Spanish. Production data from monolingual Spanish speakers and data from speakers with robust mid front vowel contrasts (e.g. Mallorcan Catalan) could be compared to the data presented here to further investigate whether these phonetic differences are attributed to contact effects from Catalan or Spanish, or both. Along F2, Spanish productions are more fronted than Catalan productions, especially among the older speakers. This result is a clear demonstration of dissimilation, where the categories are produced in a nonnative-like manner and acoustic distinction is maintained cross-linguistically. What remains to be seen, however, is whether these acoustic differences are perceptible and salient in addition to being statistically significant.

Although Spanish productions are statistically distinct from Catalan productions, this dis-
tinction is not being strengthened among the younger generation of speakers; in fact, the phonetic difference between Spanish and Catalan mid front vowels across F2 is weakening in apparent-time. To determine whether other phonetic properties of the vowel categories remain distinct across the generational gap, and in acknowledgment that formant frequencies are not the sole phonetic property belonging to vowel categories, the variance within each category’s F1 and F2 productions was analyzed across AGE and LANGUAGE. The significant interaction of AGE and LANGUAGE among F1 productions indicates that the variance, or diffuseness along F1, of Spanish /e/ increases in apparent-time, whereas the diffuseness of Catalan mid front vowels is consistent in apparent-time. One interpretation of this finding is that the relative diffuseness of the Catalan merged category acts as a target and motivates the increased diffuseness of Spanish /e/, resulting in cross-linguistic categories with more similar acoustic properties. The difference in mid front vowel diffuseness associated with each language can be attributed to the merger of Catalan /e/ and Catalan /e/, two vowels that mainly differ across F1. Consequently, the merged category is very diffuse across F1. I propose here that this diffuse nature of the Catalan mid front vowels transfers into the production of Spanish /e/ as a contact effect, yielding a wider, more diffuse category in Spanish. The pattern seen across AGE, where younger speakers show significantly more variability across F1 (i.e. yielding a wider category) than older speakers, is consistent with a change in progress. Across F2 productions, the diffuseness of the merged Catalan category decreases in apparent-time, and younger speakers produce Spanish and Catalan categories with equivalent diffuseness. This result in conjunction with the previous result suggests the bidirectional, or reciprocal, nature of the contact between the Spanish and Catalan mid front vowels. As the Catalan mid front vowel contrast weakens in Barcelona, the diffuseness across F1 of Spanish increases to become more similar to the diffuseness in Catalan, whereas the diffuseness across F2 of Catalan decreases to become more phonetically similar to Spanish (Figure 3).

Such a proposition endorses the view that Catalan contact effects may be evidenced in Spanish, a view that is consistent with the theory of contact effects and the probabilistic, rather than deterministic, effects of social and linguistic factors (Thomason 2010; Thomason & Kaufman 1988). However, this view contradicts perspectives put forth by researchers of Barcelona Spanish, such as Arnal (2011), who maintain that Catalan contact effects in Barcelona Spanish are not improbable, but impossible. Davidson (2020) disputes this claim with evidence of

Figure 3. Visualization of bidirectional contact effects. **Left:** Catalan contact effects in Spanish, yielding more diffuse productions across F1. **Right:** Spanish contact effects in Catalan, yielding less diffuse productions across F2.
Catalan directionality in the voicing of Barcelona Spanish intervocalic fricatives. He cites that the linguistic and social capital attributed to Catalan is equal, if not greater, than that of Spanish in Barcelona, yielding a social reality that may probabilistically favor contact effects from Catalan in Barcelona Spanish. The present study corroborates these claims and contributes a new perspective on the ways in which contact effects may be manifested. In studies of vowel production in bilingual communities, the discussion is often limited to metrics of vowel duration, formant frequencies, and patterns of vowel reduction. However, examination of characteristics of phonological categories, such as diffuseness measured by variance of formant frequencies, can provide additional sites for contact effects to be evidenced. To my knowledge, the only other example of a Spanish and Catalan vowel production study with an investigation of variance is Amengual (2011), where the variance of Catalan productions by Spanish-dominant and Catalan-dominant bilinguals is briefly compared. However, the metric of variance is used in this study to observe L1-transfer in the Catalan productions of Spanish-dominant bilinguals, rather than to observe bidirectional contact effects on both Spanish and Catalan productions.

A potential downside to this metric is that diffuseness is not identifiable from one token, but from a collection of tokens from one individual, potentially reducing the salience for the listener. Whether variance, through increasing acoustic similarity between Spanish and Catalan mid front vowels, is socially indexed can only be revealed by perception data. A lack of overt awareness of growing diffuseness of Spanish /e/ along F1 may allow for an index of shared Spanish-Catalan bilingual identity, rather than overt stereotyping of a stigmatized and accented Spanish (Davidson 2019). Similarly, Newman et al. (2008) find evidence in matched guise data for increasing linguistic cosmopolitanism in Barcelona, where Spanish varieties with influences of Catalan are valued similarly to Catalan varieties with Spanish influences across the dimension of solidarity. In addition to potential social indices accounting for growing similarity between Spanish and Catalan mid front vowel productions, the linguistic instruction received in Barcelona schools could be a contributing factor. One participant of this study mentioned during the sociolinguistic interview that students are taught in school that Spanish /e/ and Catalan /e/ are the same sound. This instruction could yield expansion of acceptable exemplars of Spanish /e/, producing greater diffuseness of Spanish /e/ across F1. As the data analyzed here were obtained from an elicited production task, it is probable that productions in less monitored speech may show even more confluence of the two categories. Furthermore, Catalan contact effects in Spanish are expected to first appear in the speech of Catalan-dominant individuals. While the participants of this study are generally more Catalan-dominant (Table 1), the younger speaker groups are more Spanish-dominant relative to the older speakers. This suggests that increased diffuseness in Spanish /e/ across F1 and the decreased diffuseness in merged Catalan mid front vowels across F2 may be phenomena that are more widespread in Barcelona, and not unique to Catalan-dominant speakers.

5. Conclusions. The results here suggest that Catalan directionality can be observed within Barcelona Spanish, specifically within the increased diffuseness of Spanish /e/ across F1. This affirms that contact effects are not unidirectional, rather, social and linguistic factors give probabilistic weight to the directionality of contact effects. Spanish contact effects in Catalan production are present in Barcelona, and are evidenced here by the ongoing merger of Catalan front mid vowels and possibly by the decreased diffuseness of F2 Catalan productions in the younger generation. However, Spanish contact effects are not the only possible outcome of
contact in this bilingual setting, as results of Spanish /e/ diffuseness indicate. Further investigation of production by more Spanish-dominant speakers in Barcelona is still needed to incorporate the effect of language dominance in the diffuseness of Spanish /e/. In future studies, emphasis should continue to be placed on the collection of cross-linguistic data, rather than data in only one language, and metrics used to observe contact effects should take into account other features of vowel quality and statistical distributions of productions. By doing so, results may more accurately reflect the bidirectional and dynamic nature of language contact effects in situations of widespread societal bilingualism.
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